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PREFACE
As indicated in the title, this paper treats only maps and charts published
by the United States government. Charts shall be included, but only in relation
to those defined within the text. This excludes any type of mathematical charts.
Atlases and globes shall not be presented within the context of this paper.
The purpose of this manual is to discuss the acquisition and availability of the
various types of maps and charts published by the United States government. A
section is included concerning the program of each of the issuing departments,
agencies, bureaus or services.
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2This manual should prove to be of value to the professional or the layman
who merely desires a map of his locale for a hiking trip and knows neither
what is available nor where to obtain it.
INTRODUCTION
Who needs maps and charts? What are the sources for maps? How are they
selected and evaluated? Where may they be obtained? These questions shall
all be answered within the context of this paper in relation to the maps and
charts published by the U.S. government.
The usage and importance of maps are not limited to geography course studies
alone, as exemplified by the following:
Maps are usually regarded primarily as a place media but their
scope is not limited to showing geographic locations. By employ-
ing combinations of diverse symbols they also visualize many
other important topics such as ethnic relationships, physical,
social and economic conditions, and artistic and literary develop-
ment. 1
All subject areas utilize maps: "Unlike many other reference sources, the
map is a form which crosses all disciplines, all subject areas." 2 The uses
of maps and charts are infinite as illustrated by Walter W. Ristow:
Contrary to popular belief, the utility of maps is not restricted to
geographers and historians. In this complex and interesting world
almost every field of human enterprise and activity has problems
which are best solved by information presented on maps.
Before delving into the responses to the previous questions and various sub-
ject areas, it is necessary to define the terms map and chart as they will
be discussed in the text. According to Webster's Third New International
Dictionary, a map is:
a drawing or other representation that is usually made on a flat
surface and that shows the whole or a part of an area (as of the
surface of the earth or some other planet or of the moon) and indi-
cates the nature and relative position and size according to a chosen
scale or projection of selected features or details (as countries,
cities, bodies of water, mountains, deserts)
and a chart is defined as:
c: a hydrographic map: a map on which is projected a portion of
water and usually adjacent or included land intended especially for
use by navigators...d: a small-scale representation of an area of
the earth's surface, its culture and relief, and various aeronauti-
cal aids intended for use in air navigation.4
Maps are used by most people at some time during their lives and they have been
in existence for centuries. In the Marianas Islands maps were used before
pencils and paper were known. The islanders used charts called sea maps to
navigate from one island to the next. These "stick charts" were constructed
from coconut palms or pandanus reeds, woven and tied together to represent
the direction of ocean waves between islands with cowrie shells attached at
appropriate intervals to symbolize the individual islands. These charts are
still used in the outer Marianas Islands today.
The islanders were not the only people without a written language who employed
maps. Travelers were often directed by crude maps drawn in the dirt. These
maps may have directed the inhabitants of North America, as evidenced by
trails of arrows which have been unearthed by archaeologists.
Trips of any substantial length generally require the use of a map. Navi-
gators and astronauts enlist the necessary and often critical information from
maps for their voyages. However, map usage is not restricted to travelers;
events of the past are recorded on maps studied by historians. Engineers
have a more practical purpose for maps, using them for road-building projects.
Using a topographic map, road planners can construct a route considering the
speed and safety of the travelers, the cost of construction, and the effect
of the new road on the lives of persons along the route. The search for oil
is facilitated by the geologist who employs topographical maps depicting the
heights and shapes of land. Eliminating areas not likely to contain oil
saves time and money.
Maps also play a large role in the recreational activities of people. Hikers,
hunters and fishermen use maps to locate desirable sites, and stargazers turn
to charts of the heavens to identify the constellations.
As reference materials, maps are collected for three reasons: (1) educational--
to learn the basic geographical, historical, geological, and/or other facts
about the regions of the earth and its relationship to the larger celestial
systems; (2) utilitarian--the updating of older collections to avoid obsoles-
cence within the collection; (3) scholarly--to facilitate the understanding
of the many diversions of the geographical disciplines. 5
The U.S. government has published maps and charts for all of these needs, and
for others to be discussed in following sections. For example, navigation
charts of the Pacific islands, maps of moon craters, and topographic maps of
the United States are all published by the federal government.
CURRENT SELECTION TOOLS
It is difficult and often impossible to locate current special forms of printed
material on a desired subject; maps are not an exception. E.B. Espenshade,
in an article written in 1950, noted that the major problems were a lack of
well-established bibliographic aids, the multitude of sources of maps, and the
fugitive and documentary nature of maps. 6 These are the same problems exist-
ing today--there is still no comprehensive index to U.S. government-published
maps.
As is the case in most subjects, periodicals offer the best available sources
for current maps. The Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications
indexes maps, but it must be remembered that the Monthly Catalog is arranged
alphabetically according to the agency, department, bureau, service or other
division of the U.S. government. In the index the main entry "Maps and Charts"
is further subdivided into the subject of each of the entries. The Monthly
Catalog should be used to obtain the most current government-published maps
accessible through public sale. Not all items listed are for sale, and the
Monthly Catalog contains only a percentage of all material published by the
U.S. government; most libraries subscribe to this periodical.
More selective sources published by the U.S. government are the Price List 53,
"Maps, Engineering, Surveying,"8 Price List 81, "Charts and Posters,"9 and Price
List 46, "Soils and Fertilizers"10--all of which include a limited number of
maps. Price List 53 notes sources of nautical, aeronautical, topographic, and
other U.S. government maps. There are numerous other price lists which list
some maps. The various price lists are issued irregularly and are available
at no charge upon request to: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Periodicals of a more specialized nature partially solve the problem of the
acquisition process encountered by the map librarian. Surveying and Mapping,11
a quarterly published by the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, in-
cludes "Map Information," a section which describes large-scale maps issued
by government agencies. Another section, "Distinctive Recent Maps," focuses
on special new maps available.
The Special Libraries Association's quarterly Geography and Map Division Bul-
letin1 2 contains a section called "New Maps," compiled by David A. Cobb, June
Harris, and Albert G. Koerner. This is a classified list by country with com-
plete bibliographical information, as well as reviews of maps and charts. The
Bulletin is primarily designed for large collections, but can be utilized in
smaller ones.
The Western Association of Map Libraries' Information Bulletin 1 3 (previously
their Newsletter) includes government-published maps. The association has
also begun a new series of monographs entitled Occasional Papers. 14
New maps are discussed in "Geodesy, Mapping, Oceanography," a section of the
bimonthly Military Engineer,15 issued by the Society of American Military
Engineers. Professional Geographer,1 6 the journal of the Association of
American Geographers, regularly devotes to maps several pages of its bimonthly
issues, and annually indexes new maps. Many of the associations also publish
monographs such as Federal Government Map Collecting.17
Map library acquisition lists also provide valuable sources. The Library of
Congress's Quarterly Journal of Acquisitions18 contains an annual article on
recent important acquisitions in the hMap Division. Two outstanding map li-
brary lists are the University of Kansas's New Books; Selected New Acquisi-
tions in the University of Kansas Map Library,-1 ' issued irregularly,'2 nd the
University of Illinois Map and Geography Library's New Acquisitions,
issued bimonthly. The latter is divided into sections for maps, books, and
serials. Other university acquisition lists are available from the Univer-
sity of Georgia, Illinois State University, Indiana University, University of
Minnesota, and Northern Illinois University. All lists are available at no
charge from the individual universities.
International Maps and Atlases in Print, 2 1 published by R.R. Bowker in 1974,
offers an excellent current tool for the map seeker. This is a relatively
comprehensive work, although it will rapidly be outdated in the coming years.
There are numerous other acquisition or selection tools available for maps.
Included in this section are only those specific commercial or general govern-
ment sources of current federally published maps. The lack of bibliographic
control of maps is overwhelming, requiring the person desiring a particular
map to know the available sources of acquisition.
MAP EVALUATION
Accurate appraisal of maps in any subject area is difficult for the professional,
and even more so for the layman. It is therefore necessary to establish guide-
lines for the evaluation of maps. These guidelines must take into account the
human factor involved in the map construction process. In "Map Makers are
Human," John K. Wright states:
Maps are drawn by men and not turned out automatically by machines
and consequently are influenced by human shortcomings. Although this
fact itself is self-evident, some of its implications are often over-
looked. The trim, precise and clean-cut appearance that a well-drawn
map presents lends it an air of scientific authenticity that may or
may not be deserved. A map may be like a person who talks clearly
and convincingly on a subject of which his knowledge is imperfect.
We tend to assume too readily that the depiction of the arrangement
of things on the earth's surface on a map is equivalent to a photo-
graph--which, of course, is by no means the case. The object before
the camera draws its own image through the operation of optical and
chemical processes. The image on a map is drawn by human hands, con-
trolled by operations in a human mind.
Every map is thus a reflection partly of objective realities and
partly of subjective elements. No map can be wholly objective. 22
When selecting a map one might ponder such questions as: For what purpose will
the map be used? What area should the map include? How large should the map
be? Is an index necessary? What specific data are needed? Must the map be
colored or will black and white suffice? These factors might be considered
when determining an evaluation procedure of map quality.
In appraising or evaluating maps the criteria used are the same as the basic
elements of map design: content and construction. Richard Harrison has sug-
gested three general appraisal categories. 23 The first consideration is source
material--the quality, quantity and currentness. The best practices in car-
tography will indicate the sources of compilation in the margin. These may
be references to previously published maps or to original surveys. Rarely is
a map based solely on original surveys. The diagram of reliability shows the
quality and character of the surveys and is employed by top map-making insti-
tutions. A compiled map should be evaluated on the basis of design since it
contributes no new source material. The date is to be included on a good-
quality map, although it may be difficult to locate.
The second major consideration is the design of the map. The projection and
the placement of the facts are important. Since the earth is three-dimensional,
its depiction is distorted when reduced to a two-dimensional sheet of paper.
The smaller the scale, the more critical the distortion factor becomes. Space
distortion can be calculated by comparing the angle the meridian forms with
the parallel (on a globe this angle is ninety degrees).
Generalization, another aspect of design, is the reduction of certain details
to the point of progressive elimination. At a certain stage it becomes impos-
sible to depict prominent features, creating the generalization factor. Veri-
fication is accomplished by comparing the questionable scale to a larger, more
reliable map scale. Design must also incorporate general format and graphic
treatment of type and linework, which is judged as one would the design of a
book.
Execution involves the preparation of the actual drawings through the printing
procedure. Many of the evaluation rules of books apply to the execution of
maps with the addition of subtleties particular to maps. Much information is
depicted by symbols on a map. No symbol must interfere with the next one in
readability or continuity. Boundary lines alone will demonstrate the quality
of the cartographer. Lettering should be simple, without flourishes, and
should not overpower any other details.
Harrison concluded his article with the statement:
There is no royal road to appraising maps, because they are complex
and may differ so widely in nature. The job is made a great deal
easier when complete marginal information regarding date, source
material, and relative reliability is included on the map. For
those that do not carry this information, the evaluator must rely
on his own geographical and cartographical knowledge. 2 4
In a more recent article on the evaluation of maps, Charles Current has estab-
lished six evaluative criteria: visibility, size, amount of detail and suit-
ability for grade level, color, durability, and accuracy.2 5 Visibility is
the ability of maps to summarize information. Good visibility also permits the
teaching of a process and the pictorial representation of statistics.
Of utmost importance is the size of the map. Storage and display may be fac-
tors to be considered. The map must be the proper size to be utilized, whether
by: a group or an individual. It must fit the required need. Many times maps
are unsuitable for the desired purpose because they contain too little or too
much detail. The map should always be obtained with the ability level and
needs of the user in mind.
Color can facilitate the user's understanding the map by highlighting certain
factors, emphasizing relationships and contrasts. The absence of color does
not necessarily indicate poor quality; however, the proper use of color will
denote value.
Durability is a great concern in the selection of a map. This is the potential
value rather than the initial quality. Even if a map has a low durability
factor, it may be strengthened by lamination, cloth backing, or other method.
A large wall map should be reinforced to withstand repeated use.
When selecting a map, accuracy must be considered. Verification of accuracy
depends on "the authority of the geographer, the precision of scale the pro-
jection, the clarity of symbols used, and the date of publication."1 6 Accuracy
should not vary with the detail of the map.
Lloyd Brown summarized the evaluation of maps:
A map is supposed to convey a picture. If it does this clearly,
without confusing the reader, the chances are it is a good map.
And if a map is drawn to scale, with clean lines carefully laid
down, with parallels of latitude and meridians of longitude indi-
cated, the chances are it will be a fairly accurate map, though
not necessarily so. Whether we realize it or not, all of us are
capable of editing a map or chart which is badly done. Good maps
are almost never badly printed.27
Fortunately, this is the case for government maps. The U.S. maps issued by
federal agencies have been standardized since 1953. Guidelines were imple-
mented by the Committee on a National Atlas of the United States. All federal
agencies were requested to standardize the size of the map sheet and related
map features in order to build a looseleaf national atlas. Sixteen- by twenty-
two-inch sheets (or a size readily foldable to the same dimensions) was desig-
nated to be the standard size. Other specifications, such as the scale of the
map, the projection, the width of binding margin, and explanatory texts have
also been standardized. Regulations have facilitated the evaluation process
of maps published by the U.S. government, producing consistently high-quality
maps and eliminating much of the tedious evaluation process for the person
desiring a map.28
FEDERAL AGENCIES DISTRIBUTING MAPS
The federal government is the largest publisher in the world. It is no wonder,
then, that it is also the most voluminous publisher of maps. Numerous govern-
ment agencies are major producers of original maps. Included in this text is
a listing and general description of federal agencies which produce maps. The
listing is not exhaustive, since many agencies did not respond to the inquiry
sent to each.
Examples of the types of maps and their costs are mentioned. This information
is not intended to be used for ordering purposes, but merely as examples of
the types of materials available. As with all commerce, inflation has affected
the government agencies, thus precipitating a continual increase in costs.
Most agencies issue a list of catalogs and/or indexes of thier publications.
These should be requested before ordering. To avoid rejection of an order, it
is necessary to follow the instructions carefully when ordering. Most federal
agencies require advance payment.
Questions about the availability of maps published by the U.S. government may
be directed to: National Cartographic Information Center, U.S. Geological
Survey, National Center Building, 12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, Va.
22092. The National Cartographic Information Center (formerly the Map Infor-
mation Office) is located within the U.S. Geological Survey. The center's
primary purpose is not to sell or distribute maps, but to disseminate informa-
tion on the availability, location and ordering of materials. 29
The mapping and surveying activities of federal agencies were coordinated in
1919 by a Federal Board of Surveys and Maps to:
"establish a central information office in the Geological Survey
for the purpose of collecting, classifying and furnishing to the
public information concerning all map and survey data available
in the several government departments and from other sources.,3 0
This board operated the Map Information Office until it was abolished by exec-
utive order in 1942. Subsequently, the Map Information Office was assigned
to the Geological Survey by the Bureau of the Budget.
Having grown from a one-man office to one with a staff of more than thirty
persons, the National Cartographic Information Center now has the capacity to
handle more than 100,000 requests annually. When necessary, the office refers
requests to the appropriate agency. There is no single location where a per-
son may obtain complete cartographic information and place an order for the
needed material. This present operation does not provide the user with a
complete and responsive system.
The National Cartographic Information Center acts as a central clearinghouse
for maps, charts, and aerial photography information on the United States. It
provides brochures, indexes to maps, and answers to questions. -Some publica-
tions available at no cost are: Status of Topographic Mapping in the United
States, Status of Geologic Mapping in the United States, Status of Aerial
Photography in the United States, Index to National Topographic Maps of the
U.S. (1:250,000), and Index to Topographic Maps of the U.S. (1:1,000,000).
The National Cartographic Information Center also has a variety of pamphlets
available, some of considerable value to the teacher or layman. Among the
more useful free pamphlets are: "Types of Maps Published by Government Agen-
cies," ."Topographic Maps, Silent Guides for Outdoorsmen," and "Topographic
Maps." All of these materials are available at a nominal cost when ordered
through the U.S. Government Printing Office (U.S.G.P.O.).
There are three agencies which sell maps and related cartographic materials,
but do not produce them. The first of these specialized agencies is: Super-
intendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
Maps are indexed in the Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publica-
tions, and they may be included in Price List 53, "Maps, Engineering, Surveying."
The Superintendent of Documents primarily distributes maps for federal agen-
cies issuing a relatively small quantity of maps. These agencies include the
Bureau of the Census, the National Weather Service, the Soil Conservation
Service, the Postal Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Federal
Power Commission. Maps published jointly by agencies are also handled by the
Superintendent of Documents. Some specific maps of interest include: Apollo
Mission 16 Lunar Photography Index Maps, prepared by the Defense Mapping
Agency Aerospace Center; Iceland, prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency;
and Number of Persons of Spanish Origin by Counties of United States 1970,
prepared by the Geography Division.
The second specialized agency is: Geography and Map Division, The Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540. This library contains "the preeminent colir
lection of maps and atlases in the world." 31 Established in 1899, its colleco
tion now contains 3,500,000 maps, more than 35,000 atlases, and 8,000 reference
books. Historical maps and atlases predominate, with annual additions averag-
ing 90,000 maps and 1,200 atlases. Since surveying and mapping are accepted
government functions and responsibilities, approximately 80 percent of the
maps are received from official sources.32
Although no maps are for sale or for free distribution, the collection is
available for reference work. Loans are made only to members of Congress,
federal agencies and authorized libraries. Reference service is available by
correspondence and telephone. The library's Photoduplication Service sells
reproductions of those maps not subject to copyright or other restrictions,
Catherine Bahn has asserted: "A little known but useful function within the
Library is the cartographic work prepared by the Legislative Reference Service
in Congressional reports and legislative committee studies produced by the
Library of Congress." 33
The Geography and Map Division distributes a bulletin, List of Publications,
which includes materials available from various agencies. This bulletin
lists information brochures, monographs, exhibit catalogs, short lists, re-
prints of articles, map facsimiles and journals, along with the necessary
information for ordering. Most of the items listed are free from the Geogra-
phy and Map Division. This is an excellent source available to the public for
a general overview of articles on maps.
Library of Congress publications currently available include: A Descriptive
List of Treasure Maps and Charts in the Library of Congres, Guide to the
History of Cartography: An Annotated List of References on the History of Maps
and Mapmaking, Land Ownership Maps: A Checklist of Nineteenth-Century United
States County Maps in the Library of Congress, and United States Publishers
and Distributors of Three-Dimensional Plastic Maps and Globes. All ofthese
publications are for sale bythe Superintendent of Documents.
The third specialized agency is: Cartographic Archives Division, National
Archives and Records Service, Washington, D.C. 20408. The National Archives
and Records Service is the official depository for all records of enduring
value produced or accumulated by the U.S. government. It is responsible for
preserving the records and making them available to government officials,
scholars and the general public. The Cartographic Archives Division houses
more than 1,600,000 maps and approximately 2,250,000 aerial photographs.3 4
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A descriptive pamphlet "Cartographic Archives Division," published by the
General Services Administration, describes types of materials available from
the National Archives and Records Division. Included are "Special Lists"
which describe records more specifically. They deal with the records of a
specific agency; records pertaining to a specific topic, historical period or
geographical area; or special types of records, such as aerial photographs.
Examples of those currently available are: Cartographic Records of the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, List of Selected Maps of States and Territories,
Pre-Federal Maps in the National Archives: An Annotated List, and Aerial Pho-
tographs in the National Archives.
Also abtainable are unpublished "Resource Papers" which are produced in con-
nection with scholarly conferences. Although varying widely in length, style
and subject, all are informal descriptions of records relating to either an
agency, subject or geographical area. Two papers of interest are: Cartogra-
phic Records in the National Archives Relating to Indians in the United
States, and Cartographic Records in the National Archives Useful for Urban
Studies. All of the listed materials are available at no cost from the Nation-
al Archives and Records Service.
The Guide to Cartographic Records in the National Archives is a comprehensive
survey of all cartographic holdings in the National Archives. Unfortunately,
this guide is now out of print.
As has been noted, these three specialized agencies distribute, but do not
publish, maps. The following sections pertain to those federal departments
and agencies which publish maps and charts.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Established in 1879 by Congress, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is the most
productive of the civilian mapping organizations. Its primary work is divided
into four divisions: topographic, geologic, water resources, and conservation.
The USGS is:
the Nation's principal source of information about the configur-
ation of the land surface, the composition and structure of the
rocks at and beneath the surface, the distribution and character
of its energy, mineral, and water resources, and the nature of ge-
ologic processes. 35
One of the major responsibilities of the Topographic Division is the prepara-
tion and maintenance of topographic maps, which are:
graphic representations of selected manmade and natural features
of a part of ttle earth's surface plotted to a definite scale.
The distinguishing characteristic of a topographic map is the
portrayal of the shape and elevation of the terrain.36
These maps are employed in geologic and hydrologic studies, such as comparing
and selecting dam sites; planning and installing communication and highway
11
systems; and developing programs for flood control, soil .conservation and re-
forestation. They are also popular among recreationists to aid in planning
their activities.
This mapping agency produces standard quadrangle and special maps which con-
stitute the National Topographic Map Series. They depict the fifty states,
American Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Antarctica. Physi-
cal changes by man and nature necessitate constant revision of the maps. To
update the maps, photo-revision is employed.
Index maps of the National Topographic Map Series are prepared for each indi-
vidual state, U.S. possession and territory. These are free upon request and
show the areas covered by published maps.
One series of general topographic quadrangles is composed of 7½ minutes of
latitude and longitude on a scale of 1:24,000. An inch of map represents
2,000 feet in reality, with the quadrangle covering 49-70 square miles, de-
pending upon the specific quadrangle. The 15-minute quadrangle series covers
197-282 square miles and is on a scale of 1:62,5000, whereby one inch is ap-
proximately equivalent to one mile. Each quadrangle is designated by the name
of the town, city, or prominent natural feature within it, and names of ad-
joining published quadrangles are printed in the margin. Only about two-thirds
of the country is mapped; the rest is under compilation. Black-and-white ad-
vance sheets are available if the quadrangle is not yet completed in final form.
The entire United States is mapped according to a 1:250,000 scale, each map
covering 4,580 to 8,669 square miles and 10 by 20. The continental states
and Hawaii are completely covered by 473 multicolor maps, and Alaska is depicted
by 153 other maps in this series. Mapping of the United States ranges from a
letter-sized 1:16,500,000 scale to a two-sheet, wall-map 1:2,500,000 scale.
Unfortunately, mapping of the United States has not been completed.
A special series of state maps is published, showing counties, locations and
names of all cities and towns, most of the smaller settlements and railroads,
rivers, many of the smaller streams, and other water features.' State maps do
not show contours. Smaller states are combined on one sheet, while larger
states, such as Texas, may require as many as four sheets. State maps are pub-
lished at either or both scales of 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000.
Other special series include Metropolitan Areas Topographic Maps, on a 1:24,000
scale, covering more than sixty major metropolitan areas in the United States,
and Geodetic Control Diagrams available in list form from the USGS.
To request indexes or to purchase maps by mail, use the following addresses:
maps of areas east of the Mississippi River (including Minnesota, Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands) must be obtained from: Branch of Distribution, U.S.
Geological Survey, 1200 South Eads Street, Arlington, Va. 22202; maps of areas
west of the Mississippi River (including Alaska, Hawaii, Louisiana, American
Samoa, and Guam) should be ordered from: Branch of Distribution, U.S. Geological
Survey, Federal Center, Denver, Colo. 80225. Sales counters, where local area
maps may be purchased, are maintained in many USGS offices.
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The National Atlas of the United States has been made accessible in separate
sales editions. These sheets vary in price from $1.00 to $1.50. A list of
the separate sales editions is available from the Geological Survey Office in
Arlington, Virginia.
On the orthophoto map, a new kind of map product, land features are portrayed
by color-enhanced photographic images and selected cartographic symbols.
Ideally suited for transportation planning, urban renewal and development, and
geologic, hydrologic, and engineering studies, the orthophoto map depicts an
area in greater detail than a conventional line map. Orthophotoquads--basic
photoimage maps--are prepared as map substitutes in otherwise unmapped areas
and as complements to existing line maps. Some 1,500 orthophotoquads were pro-
duced in fiscal 1974 in an effort to complete coverage of all unmapped areas
of the United States by 1978. 37 The advantages of this type of production are:
maps are prepared in less time and at less cost than other topographic maps,
planimetric detail is shown for the entire map, and the basic geodetic control
is the only required field work.3 8
Another new method of mapping--slope mapping--prepares maps by photomechanical
methods, showing the inclination of the land surface in several categories,
which facilitates identification. Cartographers also use remote sensing by
computers to collect information and produce land maps.
Topographic maps by the USGS are produced in cooperation with other federal
agencies--the Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center, the National Ocean
Survey, the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Forest Service, and the Mississippi
River Commission. These maps are incorporated into the National Topographic
Map Series. Occasionally, state or local agencies jointly participate with
the federal government to complete mapping projects. This expedites the map-
ping, helping to complete the National Topographic Map Series.
The Geological Survey Geologic Division conducts research on the geology of
the United States. The geologic map "uses line or color patterns and various
symbols to show what kinds of rocks are exposed at the surface, and the prob-
able shapes and structures of the various rock units at depth."39 These maps
are employed in determining the location, depth, and dimensions of economical-
ly valuable bodies of rock. Geologic maps also show the depth of potential
water- or oil-bearing beds below the surface of the earth, and the distribu-
tion of rocks favorable for construction sites--or unfavorable due to potential
weak zones. Geologic maps are interpretive and are primarily a method of re-
cording and presenting data in a compact and systematic form.
In the Geologic Division, the Center for Astrogeology (near Flagstaff, Arizona)
has been simulating lunar exploration tests. These studies are designed to
support the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Lunar map-
ping is accomplished through the use of telescopic observations and photographs.
The USGS compiles the terrain and geologic maps of the moon and Mars on base
maps prepared by the U.S. Air Force.
The Geological Survey supports its cooperative program with NASA through the
Earth Resources Observation Systems Program. The satellite transmits frequent
hydrologic, seismic and volcanologic data to ground base stations.
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The Geologic Division publishes a series of professional papers and bulletins,
each on a specific topic of research. These publications contain detailed
maps of the concerned subject. Lists of the completed papers and bulletins
are available from the USGS, although the publication itself must be ac-
quired from the Superintendent of Documents. The cost starts at approximately
one dollar.
Other types of geologic maps include the Geologic Quadrangle Maps, Mineral
Investigation Maps, Mineral Resource Maps, Oil and Gas Maps, and Hydrologic
Investigation Maps which may be in the form of an atlas or folded in water-
supply papers, professional papers or bulletins, as previously discussed.
The Water Resources Division is responsible for evaluating the quality and
quantity of the nation's water. At present, they are particularly interested
in mapping the flood plains for the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment. The flood plains maps are used to acquire government flood plains in-
surance and to aid in the planning of flood plain use.
As has been demonstrated, the Geological Survey has an overwhelming mapping
capacity. The survey distributes more than 9 million copies of maps annually
from an inventory of 83 million copies of 45 thousand maps. 4 0  It freely dis-
tributes at no cost many excellent pamphlets describing the survey's available
products. Maps are listed in the free pamphlet,"New Publications of the Geo-
logical Survey" which may be requested from the Geological Survey.
Unless otherwise specified, the topographic, hydrologic and mineral resource
maps are all available from USGS, as well as moon maps and those of Antarctica.
Many of the maps are available over the counter or from authorized commercial
dealers.
The Department of the Interior includes many other governmental divisions
which produce maps. The Bureau of Land Management--formerly the Office of
the Surveyor General--executes boundary surveys of public domain which include
national parks, Indian reservations, national forests, reclamation projects,
federal reservations, grazing districts, and wildlife refuges. The bureau
produces wall maps of the United States, its territories and possessions; they
are for sale from the Superintendent of Documents.
The National Parks Service, in conjunction with the USGS, has mapped the
national parks, monuments and historic sites. Although these maps are avail-
able from the Superintendent of Documents at a nominal cost, they may often
be obtained without charge from the individual park, monument or historic site
of interest.
Less productive are the Bureau of Mines, the Reclamation Bureau, the Fish and
Wildlife Service, the Outdoor Recreation Bureau, and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The latter publishes the map of Indian Land Areas, available from
the Superintendent of Documents, and Three Maps of Indian Country, obtainable
directly from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The U.S. Department of Commerce is composed of many map-producing agencies, the
most prolific being the National Ocean Survey. The United States Coast Survey,
as it was known until 1878, was formed in 1807, making it the oldest scientific
agency in the federal government. Its primary responsibility is the prepara-
tion of navigational charts of coastal waters of the United States. More re-
cently it has produced aeronautical charts of all U.S. airways along with as-
sociated fields including oceanography, geodesy, photogrammetry, and marine
technology. Since 1970 the agency has come under the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), with a restructiring that changed the name
to the National Ocean Survey and broadened its scope of charting to include
waters of the Great Lakes, formerly adminstered by the U.S. Lake Survey, Army
Corps of Engineers.
The principal products of the National Ocean Survey are nautical and aeronau-
tical charts, which are basic tools needed to maintain the nation's sea and
air transportation systems. These products and technical services, necessary
to promoting, fostering, and developing industry and commerce in the United
States, are:
requisites in planning and operating extensive programs in other
forms of communications, development of natural resources, hydro-
graphy and oceanography, agriculture and reclamation, public works
and urban planning, and other programs affecting economic development.4 1
One of America's oldest scientific products is the nautical chart. With more
than 2.5 million charts distributed annually, they are vital in safeguarding
water traffic and in jurisdictional disputes over boundaries. Information on
charts, tide tables, coast pilots, current tables and tidal current charts is
published in three separate indexes covering the United States, its territor-
ies and possessions: Nautical Chart Catalog 1: United States Atlantic and
Gulf Coasts Including Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands; Nautical Chart Cata-
log 2: United States Pacific Coast Including Hawaii, Guam and Samoa Islands;
and Nautical Chart Catalog 3: United States Alaska Including the Aleutian
Islands. These catalogs list the nautical charts and related publications of
the National Ocean Survey.
Especially designed for the small-craft operator are small-craft charts, which
include folio charts, route charts, charts of the intracoastal waterways, and
those types of conventional charts with special information for the small craft.
Conventional flat nautical charts are assigned to one of the following scales:
harbor charts (1:50,000 and larger) intended for navigation and anchorage in
harbors and waterways; coast charts (1:50,000 to 1:100,000) designed for coast-
wise navigation inside the offshore reefs and shoals, when entering bays and
harbors of considerable size, and for navigating certain inland waterways;
general charts (1:100,000 to 1:600,000) intended to be used for navigation of
vessels whose positions can be fixed by landmarks, lights, buoys, and charac-
teristic soundings, but whose courses are well offshore; and sailing charts
(smaller than 1:600,000) intended for offshore sailing between distant coastal
ports and for approaching coasts from the open ocean. 4 2 These charts cost
approximately $2.00 each.
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All charts are revised at regular intervals. The most up-to-date chart should
be requested when ordering, since critical natural and artificial changes may
have occurred since the previous revision. Charts and indexes may be obtained
from: National Ocean Survey, Distribution Division (C44), 6501 Lafayette Ave.,
Riverdale, Md. 20840. A list of authorized dealers from which charts may be
purchased is printed in each chart catalog.
"Publications for Safe Navigation" describes the types of charts produced by
the National Ocean Survey. Safety hints and other general information are
printed in the leaflet, available from the above address.
In combining federal organizations with related missions, the U.S. Lake Survey
was transferred to the Department of Commerce on October 3, 1970,43 The survey
is reputed to publish "the best nautical charts in the United States which is
largely due to the regular updating of all charts."44
The January 1976 Chart Catalog: Great Lakes and Adjacent Waterways indexes the
nautical charts, recreational charts, hydrographic service charts and those of
the Lower Hudson River. Navigational data, charts and maps of other agencies
on inland waterways, other survey publications, historical maps of the Great
Lakes and general information are printed in the chart catalog. The Great
Lakes Pilot (with supplements) provides updates for the fresh-water mariner.
The Great Lakes Profile furnishes the minimum and maximum depths of the lake
chain. These may be requested from the National Ocean Survey.
The survey, supporting air comerce and civil aviation, publishes Aeronautical
Charts and Related Publications. This catalog indexes the charts of the United
States on one side and world coverage and auxiliary publications on the verso.
The aeronautical charts of the United States are published and distributed by
the National Ocean Survey, whereas foreign area charts are published by the
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DMAAC) and are sold to civil users
by the National Ocean Survey. Only selected series of DMAAC charts are listed
in the catalog.
Numerous types of aeronautical charts are printed for the aviator, including;
Sectional and VFR (Visual Flight Rules) Charts--for visual navigation of slow/
medium aircraft
Enroute Low Altitude Charts--for enroute navigation in the low-altitude stratum
Enroute High Altitude Charts--for enroute instrument navigation in the high-
altitude stratum
World Aeronautical Charts (WAC)--to provide a series of aeronautical charts,
covering land areas of the world, at a size and scale convenient for navi-
gation by moderate-speed aircraft
Planning Charts--to fulfill the requirements of preflight planning for VFR and
IFR operations
Instrument Approach Procedure Charts--to portray data required to execute in-
strument approaches to airports
Taxi Charts--for selected city airports
Standard Instrument Departure (SID) Charts--to expedite clearance delivery and
to facilitate transition between takeoff and enroute operations
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Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) Charts--to hasten air traffic control
arrival route procedures and to ease transitions between enroute and
instrument approach operations
Aircraft Position Charts--for plotting lines of position from celestial ob-
servations and electronic aids, generally for long-range flights over
extensive water or desert areas
Global Navigation Charts--for aeronautical planning, operations over long
distances, and enroute navigation in long-range, high-altitude, high-
speed aircraft
Jet Navigational Charts--for high-speed, high-altitude, long-range navigation
Operational Navigation Charts (ONC)--for the same purpose as World Aeronautical
Charts series, but with shaded relief and countours included
Universal Water Charts--for use in place of World Aeronautical Charts over
extensive water
The Operational Navigation Chart is replacing the World Aeronautical Chart
outside the continental United States. As the list indicates, the coverage
is extensive; copious other charts are indexed and available from thq Nation-
al Ocean Survey Distribution Division. The prices start at approximately
fifty cents per chart. Authorized Aeronautical Chart Agencies lists commer-
cial agents who stock many of these charts.
The NOAA conducts extensive, advanced research in marine fisheries, on oce-
anic processes, geomagnetism, seismology, sea-air interactions and numerous
other related topics. The Scientific Exploration and Mapping Program
(SEAMAP) produces bathymetric maps contained in many of the NOAA Technical
Report Series, sold by the Superintendent of Documents. Indexes for bathy-
metric and geophysical maps are available for the United States and the ad-
jacent continental shelf, and for the North Pacific Ocean.
Vital to daily living is the National Weather Service, a branch of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The linking of surface
weather stations, upper-air stations, weather radar and the earth-orbiting
environmental satellites transmits observations to the National Meteorologi-
cal Center. Meteorologists analyze and forecast the weather'future for the
United States and the northern hemisphere from surface level to 100,000 feet.
The Average Monthly Weather Outlook, prepared by the Long-Range Prediction
Group at the National Meteorological Center, is published by the National
Weather Service. The forecast primarily predicts the temperature and precip-
itation over the 30-day period. Mean contours, showing the prevailing air-
flow pattern at about 10,000 feet, and a table of normals and class limits
are included.. Subscriptions for $7.50 per year or separate copies (for
thirty-five cents per copy) of Outlook may be purchased from the Superinten-
dent of Documents. Daily Weather Maps are also available at $3.50 per year.
The National Weather Service is not limited to general weather, but also
answers urgent needs of possible natural hazards. Hurricane and tornado
watch centers are located throughout the country. In addition to the
special maps and charts published, the Marine Weather Services Charts are
sold by marine chart dealers or the National Ocean Survey at a nominal cost.
Issued periodically, the charts contain information on broadcast schedules
of radio stations, National Weather Service office telephone numbers, and
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locations of warning display stations. Lists of available charts are free
upon request from the National Ocean Survey.
Concerned with climatography, the Environmental Data Service of the NOAA pub-
lishes a series entitled Climates of the States. Available from the Superin-
tendent of Documents, this series includes a description of the particular
state's weather, as well as tables and maps on precipitation, temperature,
and storm damage. The NOAA develops and disseminates environmental and sci-
entific data for the Department of Commerce.
To further demographic knowledge, the Bureau of the Census compiles statistics
for the United States, its territories and possessions. Six major types of
map/atlas materials published by the Bureau of the Census, but sold by the
Superintendent of Documents, are available:
Basic Maps--the United States County Map (1:5,000,000), showing all county
lines; state/county subdivision maps (scale varies), showing subdivisions
of counties and location of all incorporated places and those unincorpor-
ated places which had separate population figures published.
GE-50 United States Maps--colored thematic map series (1:5,000,000), covering
the United States in a single sheet. Recent maps are: No. 56, Median
Family Income for 1969, by Counties of the United States; 1970 and No.
57, Per Capita Money Income for 1969, by Counties of the United States.
GE-70 United States Maps--a new thematic series of which the first map (1:
7,500,000) published is Population Distribution, Urban and Rural in the
United States: 1970 (night-time view).
Metropolitan Map Series (MMS) Maps--a map series (1:2,500) known as the Block
Statistics HC (3) Series, giving statistical data for 236 urbanized
areas, the remainder relating to areas (small cities, counties, etc.)
which contracted with the bureau to provide block statistics based on
the 1970 census. Included as an enclosure to each report is a series of
maps identifying all areas for which data is presented, with a key map
showing the extent of map coverage in each area.
Census Tract Maps--a series (scale varies) known as the PHC (1) Series, giving
statistical data for each of 241 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSAs). Also included are maps showing the extent and boundaries of
tracts.
Congressional District Atlas, 1973--depicting boundaries of the 435 congres-
sional districts of the 93d Congress which convened in January 1973.
Maps show congressional districts for each state; each county that is
divided between two or more congressional districts; and each small, com-
plexly divided area where congressional district boundaries follow streets,
corporate limits, streams, and other difficult-to-locate features.
Small-scale statistical maps have been prepared and published by the bureau
as parts of individual volumes of the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses.
These useful items have been republished in special "Graphic Summary" Reports:
Series PC(S1), Report 55 for the Population Census; and Series HC(Sl), Report
16 for the Housing Census. The Geography Division is also responsible for
cartographic work of the 1969 Census of Agriculture, Vol. V, Pt. 15. This
report profiles the nation's agricultural system in a series of more than 200
U.S. maps.
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Leaflets describing each type of map and listings of the maps which compose
the individual series are available at no charge from: U.S. Bureau of the
Census, Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20233.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
The motto of the Defense Mapping Agency, "for the good of the country,"4 5 ex-
emplifies the purpose of the agency which supports the national defense system.
The agency is the result of a 1971 recommendation by a Blue Ribbon panel to
President Nixon. The panel recommended consolidation of the Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA) mapping, charting and geodesy staff; the U.S. Army Topographic Com-
mand (USATOPOCOM); the U.S. Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
(ACIC); the mapping, charging and geodesy production and distribution resources
of the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO); the Inter-American Geodetic Sur-
vey (IAGS); the Department of Topography of the U.S. Army Engineer School
(USAES); the First Geodetic Survey Squadron of the Aerospace Cartographic Geo-
detic Service (ACGS): the mapping, charting and geodesy resources of the
15th Reconnaissance Technical Squadron (15th RTS); and the Navy Satellite
Geophysics Project.
The Defense Mapping Agency, under the concept of maximum decentralization of
operating authority, is composed of five main divisions. Aerospace and missile-
weapon systems support is provided by the DMA Aerospace Center. Ground-weapon
systems and land-combat support is provided by the DMA Topographic Center.
Naval weapon systems and statutory nautical chart support is provided by the
DMA Hydrographic Center. The Department of Topography has been redesignated
the Defense Mapping School. The Inter-American Geodetic Survey has retained
its identity and has essentially the same mission and functions which it had
before the consolidation.
The Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center (DMAAC) (St. Louis, Mo.) was estab-
lished July 1, 1972, to meet the aerospace mapping, charting and geodesy re-
quirements of military organizations in the Department of Defense. 46 To meet the
rapid-response operational requirements of the field, DMAAC has Flight Informa-
tion Offices located throughout the world. One such office, the Geodetic Survey
Squadron, provides the Department of Defense with precise geodetic and instru-
mentation surveys in support of strategic and tactical missile systems, aero-
space tracking and data acquisition systems, weapon-support systems and special
projects. The Cartographic Technical Squadron manages the activities engaged in
the production of the target intelligence of a graphic for use in training, plan-
ning, executing, and evaluating operations against designated targets by one or
more weapons systems.4 7
The center's production is divided into four major programs: navigation and plan-
ning charts, flight information publications, air target materials, and special
products. The navigation and planning series include Joint Operation Graphics,
Tactical Pilotage Charts, Operational Navigation Charts, Jet Navigation Charts,
Global Navigation and Planning Charts, Loran Charts, Missile Planning Charts,
and Department of Defense Weather Charts. Flight information publications
(FLIPs) are produced for the planning, enroute and terminal phases of aircraft
operation. Air target materials include Air Target Charts, Mosaics, and Missile
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Target Data Sheets. The charts cover the entire noncommunist world. The De-
partment of Defense Catalog of Aeronautical Charts and Flight Information PuiTWi-
cations contains detailed information on the aeronautical products available;
the Department of Defense Bulletin updates the Catalog.
Charting of the earth is not the only assignment given DMAAC. Lunar and Martian
charting have become other important support functions. For the Skylab manned
space missions, this facility produced hundreds of cartographic items at the
request of NASA. The Defense Mapping Agency produces 85-95 percent of all maps
and charts NASA requires, including operation-support graphics, scientific ex-
ploration graphics, as well as cartographic items supporting recovery operations.
In addition to providing target positioning support to air strike forces, DMAAC
supplied virtually all of the aeronautical charts and FLIPs used by the Air
Force, Navy and Army forces operating in or supporting the war in Southeast Asia.
Located at Brookmont, Maryland, the mission of the Defense Mapping Agency Topo-
graphic Center is to contribute to the effectiveness of the nation's land combat
forces. The center discharges this assignment by providing identification and
accurate positioning of the features on the surface of the earth in the form of
geodetic data, digital information, and topographic maps in various forms. The
Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center fulfills a key mission in an era when
first-class mapping, charting and geodesy products are essential to realizing
the full potential of new weapons.
To produce and distribute maps, geodetic data, and related information to land
combat forces with improved efficiency, the Army Map Service, as it was origi-
nally known, was enlarged into the Army Topographic Command in 1968.48 In 1972,
production activities of the Army Topographic Command were assigned to the Topo-
graphic Center of the newly created Defense Mapping Agency, with the Topographic
Center also providing technical support and guidance to Army and Marine Corps
topographic units.
Almost all subdisciplines in the fields of applied physics and engineering con-
tribute to mapping, charting and geodesy activities, applied in. such major under-
takings as the precise measurement of the size and shape of the earth, determina-
tion of the earth's gravitational field, and portrayal of functional and spatial
qualities of detailed features on the earth's surface.
Aerial photography and the use of improved optical systems both in camera and
photogrammetric instruments have brought speed and a high degree of accuracy to
the mapmaking process; the Topographic Center now produces maps of many scales,
sizes and types, and is continuing to develop digital mapping techniques as well
as other new mapping processes.
The Topographic Center is in the forefront in the use of high-speed computers,
continuing a pace set when, as the Army Map Service, it became one of the first
government agencies to turn to the use of a large-scale computer. At the Defense
Mapping Agency Topographic Center, the data processing services provided involve
complex computations incorporating geodetic satellite orbit determination, geo-
detic triangulation adjustment, analytical photogrammetry and digitized map
plotting.
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At the Topographic Center's base plant and field offices, many new items of
equipment are in use, including the Universal Automatic Map Compilation Equip-
ment; Symbols, Names and Placement System; the AS-11 Analytical Stereoplotters;
digitizers; electronic data plotters and geoceivers.4 9
The Topographic Center is functionally organized into seven production depart-
ments. The departments of technical services, computer services, and geodesy
are primarily servicing departments, and those of cartography, field offices,
and graphic arts are the map production elements.
All of the basic source material and all of the geodetic information pertaining
to a particular project becomes the input for the Department of Cartography, and
these data are.used to construct maps, charts, prototype topographic products
and allied materials. The List of Maps on Public Sale may be obtained from the
center in Washington, D.C. An index to each of the series available may be pur-
chased for five cgnts apiece. The index shows the geographic area covered by
individual.map sheets in a series and provides information on map content and
characteristics. Maps are published on geographic or country areas and are in
detail, such as the Railroad Map of the United States or the East Asia Road Map.
Pictorial maps of the moon and Mars may also be procured from: Defense Mapping
Agency, Topographic Center, Attn: 5520, Washington, D.C. 20315. Plastic relief
maps (1:250,000 of the continental United States and Hawaii may be obtained by
contacting: T.N. Hubbard Scientific Company, 2855 Shermer Road, Northbrook,
Illinois 60062. The Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center has field offices
which sell some maps in Kansas City, Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky; Providence
Rhode Island; and San Antonio, Texas.
The Hydrographic Center originated in 1830; in 1972 a Presidential directive
established the Defense Mapping Agency, which included the Hydrographic Center.
The Defense Mapping Agency Hydrographic Center (DMAHC) became the focal point
for all the navigational material required by the Navy and Merchant Marine.
This includes improving the navigational capability of the Navy and Merchant
Marine, and adding to the military combat-readiness status by providing accur-
ate and inexpensive nautical charts, sailing directions, and related navigation-
al data. In addition, the center performs or recommends research, development,
testing and evaluation, and conducts other programs related to its Mapping,
Charting, and Geodesy (MC&G) mission.5 0
The Nautical and Information Department collects and consolidates incoming navi-
gational information to ensure the currency and accuracy of various charts and
navigational aids. Working from surveys, foreign charts, aerial photos, and
other documented sources, the department completes revisions and makes them
available to the numerous users. This work includes daily radio broadcasts con-
sisting of critical information, and the weekly Notice to mariners reflecting
the latest publication and chart corrections.
Many of the charts and navigational aids produced are sold to various government
agencies, commercial shipping companies, and independent boat owners. To update
this vast quantity of charts, the center depends on a constant information flow
from the Navy, Merchant Marine, other government agencies, and international
mapping, charting and geodesy activities.
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Publications of the DMAHC include: The World General Nautical Charts, Great
Circle Sailing Charts, Polar Charts, Omega Lattice Charts, Omega Propagation
Tables, North Polar Loran C Charts, Air/Surface Loran Charts, Loran Rate
Tables, Auxiliary Loran Charts and Diagrams, Great Circle Tracking Charts,
National Ocean Survey Coast Pilots, List of Lights and Sailing Directions,
Nautical and Navigational Publications, Oceanographic 'Publications, Special
Materials, Coast Guard Publications, Omega Plotting Charts, and General
Bathymetric Charts of the Oceans. These are indexed in the Catalog of Nauti-
cal Charts: Miscellaneous and Special Purpose Navigational Charts, Sheets and
Publications, available at no cost from the Defense Mapping Agency. Purchases
should be made from local sales agents listed in the catalog, but if necessary,
orders will be accepted at either of the following distribution points:
Defense Mapping Agency, Hydrographic Center Depot, Clearfield, Utah 84016;
and Defense Mapping Agency, Hydrographic Center Depot, 5801 Tabor Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19120. In addition, the DMAHC has eight field
offices which handle all Navy requests for mapping, charting and geodesy
materials required for their fleet operations.
In the mid-1940s, the Pan American Institute of Geography and History asked
the United States to establish an agency to coordinate, promote and encourage
cartographic studies in the Latin American countries. To satisfy this request,
the Inter American Geodetic Survey (IAGS) was founded in 1946. Through June
1972 the IAGS was staffed and managed by the Corps of Engineers. On July 1
1972, it became one of the major components of the Defense Mapping Agency.51
The overall goal of the IAGS is to make the countries of Latin America self-
sufficient cartographically. Toward that end, the IAGS has been involved in
the formation of many cartographic agencies throughout Latin America.
Most of the photographs used in Latin America have been acquired by the U.S.
Air Force. The IAGS is currently implementing the "Latin American Doppler
Plan," which uses satellite surveys to replace the more time-consuming and ex-
pensive conventional methods of geodetic point positioning. New and impres-
sive cartographic agencies throughout Latin America bear witness to the impor-
tance now given to mapping these countries.
The Defense Mapping School is responsible for instruction in military carto-
graphy and related subjects. It is the only school within the United States
that provides college-level practical training in all aspects of mapping,
charting and geodesy, including graphic arts reproduction and training in the
related topographic sciences.
With the consolidation of the agencies composing the Defense Mapping Agency,
expenses have been significantly reduced. About two-thirds of the agency's
effort is expended for maintaining up-to-date, safe, effective maps and charts
to be used daily by the armed forces.
Of the 90 million maps and charts annually distributed, the majority is used
by the federal government, civilian and military agencies.52 Relatively few
of the agency's products are available to the public.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
The Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for the surveys and production of
topographic maps required by the Department of the Army. These maps usually
only show the topography of areas adjacent to a river. A series of maps is
generally necessitated by a large river.
Maps and Charts: Mississippi River System, issued by the North Central Division,
Army Corps of Engineers, is a descriptive price list of maps and charts suited
for navigation of the Mississippi River and the principal connecting waterways.
The selection of these publications is tailored to the general needs of the
navigator and the inland-waterway tourist. Included are maps or charts for
the Mississippi River, Ohio River, Illinois Waterway, Cumberland River, Ten-
nessee River, Missouri River, and the Arkansas-Verdigris Rivers. Addresses
and prices are given for each publication.
The Nashville District Office Price List advertises recreational folders, gen-
eral maps and charts, topographic 3-minute quadrangles, and topographic 2½-
minute quadrangles. These materials may be ordered from: District Engineer,
Map Section, P.O. Box 1070, Nashville, Tennessee 73202.
Illinois Waterway Strip Maps, depicting the principal waterways of the United
States and listing general information for navigators, is free from: Illinois
Waterway, United States Army Engineer, 219 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60604. The Illinois Waterway also publishes recreational folders,
as does the Vicksburg District Office. These folders, detailing the subject,
are produced on De Gray Lake, Lake Ouachita, and Sardis Dam and Lake Little,
Tallahatchie River, Mississippi.
Reports such as Water Resources Development in Mississippi and Flood Control:
Lower Mississippi Valley are studies on projects by the Vicksburg District
Office, which contain maps pertinent to the research. Quadrangle maps, fol-
lowing the Geological Survey standards, are issued, and may be obtained from:
Lower Mississippi Valley Division, Corps of Engineers, P.O.' Box 80, Vicksburg,
Mississippi 39180.
The Mississippi River Division publishes a chronology of maps called Descrip-
tive List of Maps and Charts for Sale to the Public. The maps date from 1890
to the present. To request an index or maps, write to: District Engineer,
U.S. Army Engineer District, 6014 United States Post Office and Court House,
Omaha, Nebraska 68102; or District Engineer, U.S. Army Engineer District,
700 Federal Office Building, 601 East 12th Street, Kansas City, Missouri
64106. Other offices also produce maps; to learn of their publications, it is
necessary to request price lists from each office,
OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES PUBLISHING MAPS
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
The Forest Service has the federal responsibility for determining national pri-
orities, formulating programs, and establishing the pattern of U.S. policies
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that relate to man and his natural environment. The service covers two basic
areas of activity:
(1) Management, protection and development of the National Forests
and National Grasslands; (2) Cooperation with state and private
owners, wood processors, and public agencies, to improve and extend
the Nation's forest resources. 5 3
Responsible for more than 155 National Forests, 19 National Grasslands, and
19 Land Utilization Projects, the Forest Service manages more than 187 million
acres of land, mapping the areas primarily for resource and engineering pur-
poses. An active program in engineering mapping is scheduled for road re-
connaissance and design, for dams, watersheds, wildlife areas, and recreation
centers. These maps are often made in blueprint form.5 4 The watershed areas
are mapped on a cooperative basis, as are the topographic maps done with the
Geological Survey. The topographic maps are completed through regional or-
ganization centers scattered throughout the United States.
The Forest Service publishes its standard forest series as well as recreation-
al folders containing planimetric maps, both available at no cost. Free
price lists and indexes of the areas administered by the Forest Service may
be procured from: Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,
20250.
The Soil Conservation Service has been publishing countywide or larger area
soil surveys since 1899.5 5 The service works in cooperation with state and
federal agencies to produce the surveys, which include soil maps, descrip-
tions of each kind of soil found in the particular area, and general informa-
tion about agriculture and the climate of the specific area. Surveys issued
since 1957 are more informative because they contain soil maps printed on a
photomosaic base and offer various kinds of interpretations for different
soils. Soil survey maps, issued on a 1:20,000 or 1:15,840 scale, are used
by ranchers, farmers, educators and scientists.
There are three main ways to obtain soil surveys still in print: (1) from the
local county agent, congressman or the information division for surveys out-
side the area (free to land users or professional workers); (2) from the
Superintendent of Documents shortly after publication; and (3) from libraries.
A free List of Published Soil Surveys is available from: Information Division,
Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
20250.
The Foreign Agricultural Organization, a part of the international intergovern-
mental organization, deals with multisubject areas in agriculture. The maps
contained in its reports are not easily accessible in the United States ex-
cept at the National Agricultural Library.
The ASCS Aerial Photography Status Maps, published by the Agricultural Stabil-
ization and Conservation Service contains a map of each state depicting the
status of the completed aerial photography of the state. The photographs are
especially clear, with sharp images taken at the height of agricultural and
other cultural activities during the summer months, whereas the Geological
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Survey maps are photographed during the winter months, and are therefore more
usable for contour maps. The 1:20,000 scale makes the maps valuable for
geographic work; recently, photographs on a scale of 1:40,000 have been pro-
duced.
Index status maps regarding western states are available from: Western Aerial
Photography Laboratory, ASCS-USDA, 2505 Parley's Way, Salt Lake City, Utah
84109. Requests for eastern state indexes should be addressed to: Eastern
Aerial Photography Laboratory, ASCS-USDA, 45 South French Broad Avenue,
Asheville, North Carolina 28801. These indexes are prints rephotographed at
a reduced scale, allowing the user to determine exactly which photograph is
desired.
Federal agencies do not stock aerial photographs; therefore, each order must
be individually processed, generally taking a minimum of thirty days to com-
plete the order. These prints vary greatly in price depending upon print
size and quantity.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Within the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the most current map-
ping topic is that of the areas eligible for flood insurance. The Federal
Insurance Administration has arranged for the printing of maps covering the
flood-prone areas. Each of the several thousand localities eligible for
flood insurance is listed in the Areas Eligible for Flood Insurance, avail-
able from: Department of Housing and Urban Development, Washington, D.C.
20549. Unfortunately, the maps are not available for public distribution,
but a depository library might acquire these maps.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development also produces some maps as
parts of reports connected with programs and grants in urban, metropolitan
and regional areas. Cooperation with the Geological Survey, the Defense Map-
ping Agency and the Census Bureau facilitates the development of urban trans-
portation and land facilities planning. These maps and reports are located
in the department's library.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
The International Boundary Commission, a division of the Department of State,
is responsible for the mapping of the boundary between Canada and the United
States. The commission issues reports at irregular intervals, with numerous
maps available to illustrate the individual reports. The maps and reports
date from the early 1900s to the present. This list and the maps which depict
the boundaries may be obtained from: International Boundary Commission, United
States and Canada, 441 G Street N.W., Room 3810, Washington, D.C. 20548.
The southern continental United States border is monitored by the International
Boundary and Water Commission, using maps published by the Defense Mapping
Agency or U.S. Geological Survey.
The Office of the Geographer publishes materials related to its missions and
requirements. Three serials include excellent maps and indicate the most cur-
rent political information and up-to-date names: Geographic Bulletin, a series
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on national sovereignties and related geographic data; Geographic Notes, which
is issued irregularly and notes changes in the status of various countries and
name and capital changes; and Geographic Report, a series of studies on sov-
ereignty and related matters. It is the responsibility of the Office of the
geographer to compile and maintain data on national sovereignties, including
geographical details.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
The Highway Administration publishes only a few maps. One of these is The
National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, and it is available at no
cost from: Federal Highway Administration, Department of Transportation, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20235. The Federal Aviation Authority, the Federal Railroad
Administration, and the U.S. Coast Guard also produce only a small quantity
of maps annually.
One of the main cooperative efforts is with the Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development in preparing urban mass transportation research studies and
maps resulting from the investigations. These maps, however, are not avail-
able for public distribution.
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
The Central Intelligence Agency has released a series of multicolor relief
maps of foreign countries. Each map indicates transportation networks, ports,
airfields, and major urban areas. Inset maps provide additional information
concerning population density, vegetation, land use, economic activity, and
ethnic groups. Recent releases are Uruguay and the Philippines. These maps
may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents and cost approximately
seventy cents each.
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
As one of the major independent regulatory agencies of the federal government,
the Federal Power Commission regulates the interstate aspects of the electric
power and natural gas industries, The commission is also responsible for
licensing the construction and operation of hydroelectric projects. 56
Maps published by the Federal Power Commission are listed in the Federal Power
Commission Publications List, available upon request from: Federal Power Com-
mission, Washington, D.C. 20554. Principal Electric Facilities (a set of
eight regional maps showing high-voltage lines and generating systems) and
Major Natural Gas Pipelines (depicting the existing pipelines, natural gas
fields, imports and exports of gas from Mexico and Canada, and the companies
involved) are two typical examples of the maps issued by the Federal Power
Commission, Ranging in price from $ .25 to $1.75, the maps are sold by the
Superintendent of Documents.
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
The Maps and Surveys Branch of the Division of Water Control Planning of the
Tennessee Valley Authority produces topographic maps (1:24,000) of its area
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-following the standards of the Geological Survey, navigation charts of Tennes-
see Valley Authority reservoirs and of the Tennessee River and its tributaries,
recreation maps of Tennessee Valley lakes, and many other special-purpose maps
and charts. This branch conducts all surveying and basic map work required
for new Tennessee Valley Authority projects, including topographic, cadastral,
hydrographic, general- and special-purpose maps. The actual publication of
maps is done by the Geological Survey. Index maps of the major series and a
price catalog, as well as free pamphlets of particular interest, are available
from: Map Information and Record Unit, Tennessee Valley Authority, 110 Pound
Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401. Topographic and other maps of the
Tennessee Valley Authority may also be purchased from the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey. General information on the many activities of the Tennessee Valley Auth-
ority may be requested from: Tennessee Valley Authority, Information Office,
324 NewSprankle Building, Knoxville, Tennessee 37902.
OTHER MAP-PRODUCING AGENCIES
The Civil Aeronautics Board annually publishes air transport maps. The Fed-
eral Communications Commission, the Federal Trade Commission, and the U.S.
Information Agency are examples of agencies that produce only one or two maps
each year which directly relate to their missions.
All of the lesser map publishing departments and independent agencies will
generally require the production of at least one map annually, but these are
most often published by the principal mapping agencies of the government.
MAP DEPOSITORY PROGRAM
For academic libraries and public libraries, there is an alternative source
from which to acquire U.S. government maps. The College Depository Program
is a partnership of the educational institutions and the Defense Mapping Agen-
cy Topographic Center (originally the Army Map Service). Selected maps and
map publications are deposited in colleges and universities, making maps
available to the academic community.
The depository program started as a result of the surplus of military maps
following World War II. Prior to the war, there was relatively little demand
for foreign military maps. The advent of World War II found the United States
in .urgentneed of maps exceeding the Army Map Service's informational resources.
Colleges, universities and public libraries responded with books, maps, photo-
graphs and reports.
To express appreciation, in 1945 the Army Map Service provided each of forty-
five institutions with a package of 5,000 different map sheets. 57 With the
gratifying. reaction to the donation of the maps, the Army Map Service estab-
lished a formal depository program. From the increased production of maps of
allied countries and the capture of German and Japanese maps, the accumulation
of materials was abundant. The superfluous stock formed the initial materials
distributed in the program.
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With the onset of the Korean War and its extreme burden on the Army Map Service,
the program came to a halt. The increase in reproduction and lack of manpower
caused the program to remain dormant for five years. A questionnaire was sent
to the participating institutions following the Korean War to ascertain the
condition of and interest in the collection. The reactivation of the program
in 1958 was due to the expressed desire of the institutions to continue
receiving maps.
Although academic libraries predominate, public libraries are also eligible
to participate. To become a member, the library must apply in writing to
the Defense Mapping Agency, agreeing to certain stipulations expressed in its
terms of participation. 58 Since membership is contingent on a vacancy,
patience is necessary.
As a member withdraws, the entire collection must be relinquished to the new
member library. The transfer of the collection often creates a problem due to
the size of the collection. To alleviate some of the difficulty, the terms
of participation were amended, permitting members to dispose of any mpas in
any manner deemed appropriate, excluding the 6,000 maps listed in the Map
Depository Catalog.
Each year personnel select 200-300 different maps and publications for shipment
to depositories. Items are selected from indexes of new maps from the preced-
ing year which had not been distributed, and from new series of the current
year. Criteria for inclusion include adequacy of stock and potential value
for instructional and research purposes. In general, sufficient copies of
each map must be available or the map is not distributed at all. No distri-
bution of maps with a scale larger than 1:250,000 is made, unless it is an
old map of the United States. The government is more concerned with furnish-
ing maps of varied types, scales, areas and other factors than with supplying
complete coverage. It believes that variety is more instructional than total
coverage.
A Depository Newsletter, issued irregularly during the year, informs member
institutions about maps and map librarianship. 5 9
The primary purpose of the College Depository Program is not completely altru-
istic. In return for deposits, each member is requested to send the govern-
ment the institution's accession list annually; U.S. government items are to
be excluded from the list.60 This compilation assists the center in completing
its collection. Secondary purposes of the program include:
the providing of supplemental storage...the instilling of inter-
est in maps among institutions thus developing potential sources
of emergency assistance and making maps available to many indivi-
duals who had never had access to such materials before. 0 1
Some of the unanticipated benefits have been:
--a number of colleges and universities have established or ex-
panded courses in cartography, geodesy, photo interpretation,
photogrammetry and other map oriented courses.
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--some have enlarged their existing library and cartographic
facilities while others have built new facilities in order to
improve and expand their geographic, educational or library
programs.
--dispersal of maps negates the need for students and faculty
requesting these materials. 6 2
Problems experienced in this program include:
--Although the waiting list is based on a "first come, first
served" principle in the best tradition of fair play, some
schools attempt to better their position by appealing to higher
levels of government.
--Maps available for distribution are few in number and decrease
each year as does the yearly production rate. 63
With all of these factors in mind, it is necessary to note that if the li-
brary desiring membership cannot make effective use of the maps, it should
not apply. Costs in space, personnel, and equipment outweigh any benefits of
free maps. The library should locate the nearest depository and try to ar-
range a consortium rather than attempting the depository itself. This ar-
rangement has proven to be an effective method of operation for Catholic
University.
The program outlined is also available with the National Ocean Survey, the
U.S. Geological Survey and the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center.64 To
obtain more specific details on the available programs, a library should
write directly to each of the agencies involved. The status of the programs
is a constantly changing factor, so it is necessary to obtain the most recent
information available when contemplating membership.
CONCLUSION
The acquisition of federally published maps and charts has been shown to re-
quire a tedious, conscious effort to ascertain the extent of publication of
these products. To eliminate or reduce the acquisition dilemma, a more in-
clusive consolidation of agencies should be considered. The civilian agen-
cies are particularly in need of uniting to form a cohesive body. This
proposition has been supported by the Report of the Federal Mapping Task
Force on Mapping, Charting, Geodesy and Surveying, July 1973, which states
three disturbing phenomena:
One is the significant growth in uncoordinated, non-cumulative,
single-purpose surveys and mapping which benefit only one user
agency and are therefore inefficient. The second is a growing
mass of unmet national needs for products and data. The third
is the inability of the community as now organized to deal ef-
ficiently and responsively with these growing and changing
requirements,65
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The Defense Mapping Agency, a condensation of military agencies, has effectively
accomplished this task, eliminating much of the previous redundancy.
Until a total coordinated program is initiated and executed by the mapping agen-
cies, however, major acquisition difficulties will prevail. The procurement of
maps and charts will therefore require the use of numerous selection tools, none
of which is exceptional or even adequate in coverage. The Monthly Catalog of Uni-
ted States Government Publications, although still a good choice, is incomplete in
coverage. Periodicals must be employed, as well as catalogs, lists or indexes from
the responsive agencies, departments, bureaus, services and other divisions.
The majority of maps and charts published by the U.S. government are distributed
through three main agencies: the Defense Mapping Agency, the National Ocean
Survey, and the U.S. Geological Survey. As has been noted, these agencies pub-
lish and/or distribute maps for other agencies, yet not all the maps available
are listed in the publications lists of these three agencies.
The importance of maps and charts has been underestimated. According to Edward
Espenshade:
maps are a means of expressing certain facts which can be observed
and measured. Their areal pattern and distribution are indicated by
lines and conventionalized symbols with limited flexibility. As a
medium of presenting ideas and information, they are less subject to
personal judgment, delicate differences, and personal style than books.66
With this manual as a guide, the acquisition dilemma should be reduced with re-
spect to the maps and charts published by the U.S. government. The more serious
problem will be the changing of names and establishment or termination of govern-
ment agencies, requiring the map user to originate the searching process for
maps and charts published by these agencies.
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